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manual transmission pontiac overhaul kits firebird fiero - having issues with your pontiac manual transmission need
parts we provide a comprehensive line of manual transmission parts and rebuild kits for all pontiac automobiles this includes
astre catalina fiero firebird trans am firefly grand am grand prix j2000 sunbird sunfire lemans lemans gto tempest phonex
sunburst t1000 vibe and 6000, manual transmission parts drivetrain com - accessories manual transmission parts
automatic transmission manual transmissions drivetrain ring and pinion sets axle shafts positraction diesel clutch, 4t40e and
4t45e differences transmission forum j body - the j body organization j body org is the worlds largest automotive
enthusiast group exclusively geared towards the general motors gm j car platform including the chevrolet cavalier pontiac
sunfire pontiac sunbird pontiac j 2000 oldsmobile firenza buick skyhawk and cadillac cimarron, transmission repair cost
guide - factors that affect the cost the cost of transmission repair varies widely based on a number of factors the most
important of which is the type and extent of the repairs being performed by the mechanic, gm s 4t45e transmissions the
good bad and the ugly - gm s 4t45e transmissions the good bad and the ugly posted by regis on tuesday february 12th
2013 the 4t45e is an automatic transmission made by general motors the 4 stands for four speeds the t stands for trans axle
the 45 means that it can be used in a vehicle weighting up to 4500 lbs and the e stands for electronic, common problems
and troubleshooting for the 4t45e transmission - common problems and troubleshooting for the 4t45e transmission
posted by regis on wednesday january 30th 2013 the 4t45e is an automatic transmission made by general motors it is an
electric four speed trans axle used is vehicles weighing up to 4500 pounds, manual transmission parts cobra
transmission - understanding your standard transmission is our number one priority we re passionate automotive
enthusiasts that only sell the highest quality automatic transmission parts at incredibly competitive prices how about
changing your gears and giving cobra transmission a try browse our collection now, transmission slipping causes how to
fix - fair replacement transmission cost by vehicle find your transmission model in the table below for fair prices from
reputable suppliers also fair labor cost for local installation at a local auto repair shop
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